The k-colour bipartite Ramsey number of a bipartite graph H is the least integer n for which every k-edge-coloured complete bipartite graph K n,n contains a monochromatic copy of H.
Introduction
Ramsey theory refers to a large body of mathematical results, which roughly say that any sufficiently large structure is guaranteed to have a large well-organised substructure. For example, the celebrated theorem of Ramsey [19] says that for any fixed graph H, every k-edge-colouring of a sufficiently large complete graph contains a monochromatic copy of H. The k-colour Ramsey number of H, denoted r k (H), is defined to be the smallest order of a complete graph satisfying this property.
Despite significant attention paid to Ramsey problems, there are very few examples of families of graphs whose Ramsey numbers are known exactly, or even just asymptotically. An early example of an exact Ramsey result was obtained in 1967 by Gerencsér and Gyárfás [10] , who determined the 2-colour Ramsey number of paths, showing that r 2 (P n ) = 3n/2 − 1 , where P n is the path on n vertices. Faudree and Schelp [7] and, independently, Rosta [20] later determined the 2-colour Ramsey number of cycles. The 3-colour case was much more difficult and it took 25 more years until Luczak [18] determined it asymptotically for odd cycles, showing that r 3 (C n ) = 4(1 + o(1))n. In his paper Luczak introduced a technique that uses the Szemerédi's regularity lemma to reduce problems about paths and cycles to problems about connected matchings, which are matchings that are contained in a connected component. This technique has become fairly standard in the area, and, indeed, many of the results that we describe here as well as our own results make use of it. The 3-colour Ramsey numbers for paths and even cycles were determined, asymptotically, by Luczak and Figaj [9] . These results were strengthened to exact result for long odd cycles by Kohayakawa, Simonovits and Skokan [16] , for long paths by Gyárfás, Ruszinkó, Sárközy and Szemerédi [12] and for long even cycles by Benevides and Skokan [2] . The odd cycles result was recently generalised to k colours by Jenssen and Skokan [14] who proved that for every k and sufficiently large odd n, r k (C n ) = 2 k−1 (n − 1) + 1. Interestingly, this does not hold for all k and n, as was shown by Day and Johnson [6] . Ramsey
The study of bipartite Ramsey numbers was initiated in the early 70s by Faudree and Schelp [8] and independently Gyárfás and Lehel [11] who both considered the two colours case for paths. They showed that r bip 2 (P n ) = n − 1 if n is even, n if n is odd.
The natural extension to cycles has been considered recently. Zhang and Sun [23] and Zhang, Sun and Wu [24] determine exact asymmetric 2-colour Ramsey numbers for (even) cycles r bip 2 (C 2n , C 2m ) for m ≤ 3. As in the case of ordinary Ramsey numbers, few exact or asymptotic results for more colours are known, even for three colours. Joubert [15] considers k-colour bipartite Ramsey number of even cycles, and obtains some bounds and exact results when all the cycles have length at most 8.
Bipartite Ramsey numbers were also studied for the complete bipartite graphs, and the first to consider this were Beineke and Schwenk [1] in 1976. Similarly to the case of ordinary Ramsey numbers, the best known lower bound on r bip k (K n,n ), due to Hattingh and Henning [13] and the best known upper bound, due to Conlon [3] , are still exponentially apart.
In this paper we determine, asymptotically, the 3-colour bipartite Ramsey number of paths. In fact, we determine the 3-colour Ramsey number for the case of even cycles; the result for paths follows as a corollary.
The following example provides the lower bounds for the above results. Example 3. Given N = a 1 + a 2 + a 3 , split the vertices of the left part of K N,N into sets A 1 , A 2 , A 3 of sizes |A i | = a i . Colour any edge touching a vertex of A i in colour i.
Note that in this example the longest path in colour i has order 2a i + 1, so there is no C 2(a i +1) or P 2(a i +1) in colour i, implying that r bip k (C 2n ), r bip k (P 2n ) ≥ 3n − 2.
Organisation of the paper
In our proof of Theorem 1 we use Luczak's method of converting problems about cycles and paths to problems about connected matchings. The method requires us to work with the so-called reduced graph, obtained by applying Szemerédi's regularity lemma, and look for a monochromatic connected
matching (i.e. a matching that is contained in a monochromatic component) in this graph, which is almost complete bipartite. To that end, we first obtain an exact bipartite Ramsey result for connected matchings (see Theorem 4); we do this in Section 2. Many proofs that employ Luczak's method work directly with an almost complete graph (or almost complete bipartite, as in our setting). However, as our proof of Theorem 4 uses induction, we were unable to directly prove a variant of this theorem for almost complete bipartite graphs. Instead, we deduce the version for almost complete bipartite graphs from the theorem for complete bipartite graphs; see Section 3. In Section 4 we introduce the preliminaries required for the application of Luczak's method, including a multicolour version of the regularity lemma; we then use this method to complete the proof of Theorem 1. We conclude the paper in Section 5 with some remarks and open problems.
Throughout the paper we think of the two parts in the bipartition of a bipartite graph as the left and right hand sides. Given a bipartite graph G we denote its left hand side by R(G) and its right hand side by L(G); when this is not likely to cause confusion, we omit G from this notation. We call the three colours in a 3-coloured graph red, green and blue. We denote the degree of a vertex v in colour C by d C (v) and the set of vertices joined by an edge of colour C to v as N C (v).
Monochromatic connected matchings in K n,n
Given an edge-coloured graph H, a C-coloured connected matching is a matching that is contained in a connected component in the graph spanned by the edges of colour C; a k-connected matching is a connected matching of size k. Let r(k, l, m) denote the smallest integer n such that for any 3-colouring of K n,n there is a red k-connected matching, a green l-connected matching or a blue m-connected matching. In the following theorem we determine r(k, k, k).
Proof. Note that Example 3 implies that r(k, k, k) ≥ 3k −2. We prove the upper bound by induction on k; in other words, we prove by induction that every 3-colouring of K n,n , where n = 3k −2, contains a monochromatic k-connected matching.
For the basis we note that if k = 1 this statement is equivalent to the existence of an edge, which is true as n = 3k − 2 = 1. We also show that when k = 2 and n = 3k − 2 = 4 there is a monochromatic 2-connected matching. Towards a contradiction, suppose that there is a 3-colouring of K 4,4 without monochromatic 2-connected matchings. Since every vertex has degree 4, it has degree at least 2 in some colour, and since there are four vertices on the left, there are two vertices, u 1 and u 2 , with degree at least 2 in some colour, say red. If the red neighbourhood of u 1 and u 2 intersect, then there is a red 2-connected matching. Otherwise, their red neighbourhoods cover the right hand side, so the existence of any other red edge not incident with u 1 or u 2 would imply the existence of a red 2-connected matching. Hence, we may assume that the two remaining vertices on the left, u 3 and u 4 , have red degree 0, and all vertices on the right have red degree 1. An analogous argument implies the existence of two vertices on the right, v 1 and v 2 , whose degree in a colour other than red, say blue, is 0. It follows that all edges between {u 3 , u 4 } and {v 1 , v 2 } are green; in particular, there is a green 2-connected matching.
We now assume r(k, k, k) ≤ 3k − 2, where k ≥ 2, and our aim is to prove that r(k + 1, k + 1, k + 1) ≤ 3k + 1. In order to prove the latter statement, we first prove that r(k, k + 1, k + 1) ≤ 3k, and then use this inequality to prove the desired statement.
The following observation follows easily from König's theorem, which states that in bipartite graphs the size of a maximum matching is the same as the size of a minimum cover; we shall use this observation throughout the proof of Theorem 4.
Observation 5. Let H be a connected bipartite graph whose maximum matchings have size l. Let v be a vertex that is contained in some minimum cover of H. Then a maximum matching in H \ {v} has size l − 1.
We now introduce some notation that we will need for the proofs of the two statements:
In each of these proofs we assume, for the sake of contradiction, that there is a colouring of K n,n (where n = 3k and n = 3k+1 respectively) without red connected matchings of size k and k + 1, respectively, and without blue or green connected matchings of size k + 1.
We call a monochromatic component big if it contains a matching of size k. As the number of vertices in each side is at most 3k + 1 and k ≥ 2, there are at most three big components in each colour. We will use the following properties of big components.
B1. every big component has a minimum cover of size k, B2. every big component has at least k vertices in each side,
B3
. if there is a cover of a big component C which is contained in one of the sides, then there are no other vertices of C in that side.
Property (B1) follows by König's theorem and the assumption that there are no monochromatic connected matchings of size k + 1. Property (B2) follows as big component contains a matching of size k. Property (B3) follows as if there were vertices other than the ones in the cover, on the same side, their edges (which exist, as the component is connected) would not be covered by this cover.
Given a monochromatic component C, we call a vertex v a cover vertex of C if there is a minimum cover of C that contains v. We say that a big component is of type L if it contains a cover vertex in the left side, and we say that it is of type R if it contains a cover vertex in the right. We note that a component can be of both types, in which case we say that it is unspecified, or it can be of only one type, in which case we call it specified.
We will use the following simple properties of specified and unspecified components: S1. every specified component has exactly k vertices in one side, and these constitute a minimum cover,
S2
. given a big component with exactly k vertices in each side, each of its vertices is a cover vertex, hence the component is unspecified,
S3
. every specified component has at least k + 1 vertices in one of the sides.
To see why property (S1) holds, consider a specified component C, say of type L, so all cover vertices are in L. Then by (B1) there is a cover of size k in L, hence property (S1) follows from (B3). For property (S2), note that each side of the component is a minimum cover, by (B1), which implies that every vertex in the component is a cover vertex. Property (S3) follows directly from (S1) and (S2).
Proof. We assume the opposite, i.e. that there is a 3-colouring of K n,n without a red k-connected matching or a blue or green (k + 1)-connected matching, where n = 3k. In particular, there are no big red components. We will need the following claim.
Claim 7.
If there are minimum covers of three distinct big components, all contained in the same side, then the three corresponding components have the same colour.
Proof. Assume the opposite; then, without loss of generality, there are two big blue components B 1 , B 2 and a big green component G 1 , all of which have a cover of size k in R (recall that {L, R} is the bipartition of our complete bipartite graph). In particular,
We note that every vertex v ∈ L has blue degree at most k. Indeed, v sends blue edges to at most one of the sets B 1 ∩ R, B 2 ∩ R and R \ (B 1 ∪ B 2 ), all of which have size k.
Let U be the set of vertices v ∈ L that have green degree at least k +1. Note that by (B3) the vertices in U send green edges only to R \ G 1 . As |R \ G 1 | = 2k, every two vertices in U have a common green neighbour, so they all belong to the same green component G 2 . Hence, if |U | ≥ k + 1, then by a greedy argument G 2 contains a green matching of size k + 1, so there is a green (k + 1)-connected matching, a contradiction. So, |U | ≤ k.
Let W be the set of vertices in L with red degree at least k. By above arguments it follows that there are at least 2k vertices in L with both blue and green degree at most k, so with red degree at least k, in particular |W | ≥ 2k. Then, since no red component contains a matching of size k (by our inductive assumption), a greedy argument shows that every red component contains at most k − 1 vertices from W . Hence, W consists of vertices from at least three different red components, each of which has at least k vertices in R, because each vertex in W has red degree at least k. Since |R| = 3k, this implies that the vertices of R belong to exactly three red components, each of which has exactly k vertices in R. It follows that all vertices in L have red degree at most k. Furthermore, since each of the three red components has at most k − 1 vertices in W , we find that |W | ≤ 3(k − 1), so L \ W is non-empty. Let u ∈ L \ W ; so u has red degree strictly smaller than k.
Since both red and blue degrees of every vertex in L are at most k, we conclude that the green degree of every vertex in L is at least k. Furthermore, u has green degree at least k + 1, so as
Since all vertices of L have green degree at least k, any w ∈ L \ G 1 has a common green neighbour with u, so in particular belongs to the same green component as u, denoted by G 2 . Note that this implies that G 1 and G 2 cover L. Moreover, if |G 2 ∩ L| ≥ k + 1 a greedy argument shows that G 2 contains a matching of size k + 1, by picking, one by one, an unused green neighbour of a vertex in G 2 ∩ L, letting u be considered last. This is a contradiction, thus
, and there are no green edges between the two sets. Since every vertex in S L has blue degree at most k, it follows that every vertex in S L sends at least k red edges into S R . This implies vertices of S L belong to at most two different red components. Therefore, one of them contains at least |S L |/2 ≥ k vertices from S L , each of which has red degree at least k, which implies the existence of a red k-connected matching, a contradiction.
By removing any four vertices, two from each side, we obtain a 3-coloured K 3k−2,3k−2 , so by the inductive assumption we can find a monochromatic k-connected matching and in particular a big component. Let C be a big monochromatic component and let v be a cover vertex of C. Note that by Observation 5, the size of a maximum matching in C \ {v} is smaller than the size of a maximum matching in C, hence C \ {v} is not big. If we remove a vertex from the graph which is a cover vertex of a big monochromatic component C, we say that we removed C. Our goal is to show that we can remove at most two vertices from each side, in such a way that we remove all big components, thus reaching a contradiction and proving Proposition 6.
If there is a colour, say blue, with three big components, as there are 3k vertices on each side and each big component has at least k vertices on both sides (B2) then each blue component has exactly k vertices on each side. This implies, by (S2), that every vertex is a cover vertex of its blue component and they are all unspecified. By Claim 7 no minimum cover of a big green component is contained in one side. This implies, by (S1), that all green components are also unspecified. Furthermore, there are at most two big green components, since if there were three, by the same argument as for blue above, every component would have exactly k vertices in each side, which implies that there is a minimum cover of a big green component which is contained in one side, a contradiction. We first remove an arbitrary cover vertex of some green big component; this also removes one of the blue big components, leaving us with at most three big components. The remaining three components are unspecified, so we simply remove a cover vertex of each one, in such a way that exactly two vertices are removed from each side. We thus obtain a 3-colouring of K 3k−2,3k−2 without monochromatic connected matchings of size k, a contradiction to the induction hypothesis.
By symmetry, we may assume that there are at most two big blue components and at most two big green components. By Claim 7, there are no three specified big components of the same type. So, if we first remove a cover vertex of each specified component, then we can remove a cover vertex from each of the remaining, unspecified, components, in such a way that we remove at most two vertices from each side. This is, again, a contradiction, and we have thus completed the proof of the Claim 6.
We now proceed with the second part of the argument, where our goal is to show that r(k + 1, k + 1, k + 1) ≤ 3k + 1. We claim that one of the following two cases holds for each colour C.
(a) there are three big components in colour C, (b) there are exactly two big components in colour C, both of which are specified and of the same type.
Towards contradiction, assume that neither (a) nor (b) holds for, say, C being red. As there are at most three big red components and (a) does not hold, there are at most two big red components. If there is only one such component, we can remove a cover vertex from it and remove another vertex from the other side, thus obtaining a 3-colouring of K 3k,3k without red connected matchings of size k and without blue or green connected matchings of size k + 1, a contradiction to Proposition 6. Similarly, if there are exactly two red components R 1 and R 2 , as (b) does not hold, we have, say, that R 1 is of type R and R 2 is of type L (recall that unspecified components are of both types), so we can remove one cover vertex of R 1 from R and one cover vertex of R 2 from L, thus reaching a contradiction as before.
If (a) holds for red, then there are at most k vertices on each side whose red degree is at least k + 1. To see this notice that if there were k + 1 such vertices in L, in case they were all in the same red component, by the greedy argument, there would be a k + 1 red connected matching, a contradiction. Otherwise, there would be two red components with at least k + 1 vertices in R, which implies that any remaining big red components has at most 3k + 1 − 2(k + 1) = k − 1 vertices in R, so by (B2) it is not big, again a contradiction.
Similarly, if (b) holds for red, and the two big red components are of type R, then at most k − 1 vertices in L have red degree at least k + 1. Indeed, each big red component contains at least k + 1 vertices from L, by (S3), so there are at most 3k + 1 − 2(k + 1) = k − 1 vertices in L which are not in any red big component. Furthermore, vertices in L that are contained in big red components have red degree at most k by (S1).
As every vertex has degree at least k + 1 in some colour and there are 3k + 1 vertices in R there is a colour, say red, such that k + 1 vertices in R have red degree at least k + 1. So by the above (b) holds for red and the two big red components are of type R. By repeating this for the other side we find that there is another colour, say green, so that (b) holds for green and the two green components have type L. So, from now on we assume that (b) holds for both red and green, with both big red components being of type R and both big green components of type L. We will distinguish between two cases, depending on whether blue satisfies (a) or (b).
Our goal now is to remove up to three vertices from each side in such a way that all big components are removed. This would imply the existence of a 3-colouring of K 3k−2,3k−2 without monochromatic k-connected matchings, a contradiction to the inductive assumption.
Suppose first that (a) holds for blue. Let the three big blue components be B 1 , B 2 , B 3 . As there are 6k + 2 vertices in total and, and by (B2) each big blue component has size at least 2k, we distinguish two cases, either |B 1 | = |B 2 | = 2k or |B 1 | = 2k, |B 2 | = |B 3 | = 2k + 1. Note that |B i | = 2k implies, by (B2), that B i has exactly k vertices on each side which are all cover vertices, so by (S2) B i is unspecified. In the second case, as |R| = |L| = 3k + 1 both B 2 and B 3 have exactly k vertices on different sides, say |B 2 ∩ R| = k and |B 3 ∩ L| = k, using (S1). This means that in both cases each of B 1 and B 2 has k cover vertices in R. Recall that there are two red specified big components of type R, hence together they have 2k cover vertices in R, by (S2). It follows that there is a vertex in R which is a cover vertex of both a big blue and a big red component. We remove this vertex from the graph, together with any cover vertex from each of the green components and any cover vertex of the remaining red component, thus removing two vertices from each of L and R. For the two remaining big blue components, we can remove them by removing one vertex from each side, which is possible as there is at most one blue specified component of each type. Thus, we obtain a 3-colouring of K 3k−2,3k−2 with no monochromatic k-connected matchings, a contradiction.
The remaining case is that (b) holds for blue and, without loss of generality, both big blue components are of type R. Now all colours satisfy (b), with red and blue big components being of type R and green of type L. Then as |R| = 3k + 1, there is a vertex that is a cover vertex of both a blue and a red big component. We remove such a vertex, as well as one cover vertex from each of the remaining big components. We reach a contradiction, as before. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
Let us show a simple asymmetric generalisation
Proof. We have r(k, l, l) ≥ k + 2l − 2 by Example 3.
For the upper bound, we note that the case k = l follows from Theorem 4 and l = k + 1 follows from Proposition 6. We proceed with the induction on l, assuming l ≥ k + 2 and using the aforementioned cases as the basis.
Consider a 3-colouring of K n,n , where n = k + 2l. We assume that there are no red or blue connected matchings of size l + 1, and no green connected matchings of size k. We note that there are at most two big red and at most two big blue components as 3l ≥ 2l + k + 1 (here we call a red or blue component big if it has a matching of size l). For the same reason there are no three disjoint minimum covers in these colours that are contained on one side.
We claim that it is possible to remove two vertices from each side, such that at least one cover vertex is removed from each red or blue big component. Indeed, if there are at most two specified components of each type, this holds as the total number of big components is at most four. Hence, we may assume that at least three of the big components are specified and of type R. If there are exactly three such components, pick one vertex that is a cover vertex of two big specified type R components (this is possible by the above remark about disjoint minimum covers), then pick another cover vertex from the remaining specified type R component and pick any cover vertex in L of the type L component (if such a component exists). Finally, suppose that there are four specified type R components. Let H be the auxiliary graph H whose vertices correspond to the big components, and put an edge between two components if their minimum covers intersect. Note that this is a bipartite graph, each of its sides has size 2, and every three vertices span an edge (again by the above remark). It can be easily verified that H has a perfect matching, so we can pick two vertices, such that for each big component, one of these vertices is a cover vertex.
We removed two vertices from each side, such that for each big component one of its cover vertices is removed. We thus obtain a 3-colouring of K k+2l−2,k+2l−2 without red or blue (l − 1)-connected matchings and without green k-connected matchings, a contradiction to the induction hypothesis.
We now show that there are ranges of k, l, m for which the Example 3 is not tight. Proof. We exhibit a 3-edge colouring of K n,n , where n = k + 2l + t + 1, with no red (k + 1)-connected matching, or a blue or green (l + 1)-connected matching.
Let A 1 , ..., A 5 be disjoint sets of sizes:
Then |A| = |B| = n. Colour the edges between A and B as follows, where (i, j) denotes the edges between A i and B j :
• red edges: (1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 2), (4, 2), (5, 3);
• blue edges: (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 3) , (4, 1), (5, 1);
• green edges: (1, 3), (2, 2), (3, 1), (4, 3), (5, 2).
We note that each red component has at most k vertices in one of the sides, while every green and blue component has at most l vertices on one of the sides. It follows that there is no red (k + 1)-connected matching, or a blue or green (l+1)-connected matching. In particular, r(k+1, l+1, l+1) ≤ k+2l+t+1, as required. Corollary 10. Given
Proof. As k > l we have r(k, l, l) ≤ r(k, k, l) = 2k +l −2, where the equality follows from Corollary 8. The assumption 2 3 k < l < k implies we have t = k − l − 1 in Lemma 9 from which it follows that r(k, l, l) ≥ 2k + l − 2.
Corollaries 8 and 10 determine r(k, l, l) for l > 2 3 k. We are able to determine r(k, l, l) for all k and l, using similar methods; we omit the proof but summarise the results here.
The general asymmetric case of r(k, l, m) remains open, mostly because it is highly unclear how the tight examples should look like. We present the rest of the argument for the symmetric case only to reduce the notational clutter, but the remaining arguments easily generalise to the asymmetric case. In particular, in order to determine (asymptotically) the asymmetric bipartite Ramsey numbers of even cycles it is enough to determine the values of r(k, l, m).
Monochromatic connected matchings in almost complete bipartite graphs
In this section we generalise the results of the previous section to a setting where the underlying complete bipartite graph is replaced by an almost complete bipartite graph; this makes it suitable for use together with the regularity lemma (see Section 4). Interestingly, rather than reproving Theorem 4 for almost complete bipartite graphs directly, we reduce the problem for almost complete bipartite graphs to the problem for complete bipartite graphs.
Theorem 12. Let α = 8 6 and β = 3 · 16. For every 0 < ε < 1 α+3β there is n 0 = n 0 (ε) such that the following holds. Given n ≥ n 0 , let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition {R, L} with |R| = |L| = N , where N ≥ (3 + (α + 3β)ε)n. Furthermore, suppose that every vertex in R has at most εn non-neighbours in L, and vice versa. Then, in every 3-colouring of G, there is a monochromatic n-connected matching.
Proof. Note that we may assume that N = (3 + (α + 3β)ε)n (if N is larger, just remove some vertices from G). We implicitly assume throughout the proof that ε is fixed and n is sufficiently large.
We partition the vertices of G into so-called red virtual components C R,1 , . . . , C R,t , where for every i ∈ [t], C R,i is either a red component of order at least n, or it is the union of red components of order smaller than n each such that the union has order smaller than 2n. It is easy to see that we may further assume that all, but at most one, of the virtual components have order at least n. It follows that there are at most eight red virtual components. We remark that there may be many such partitions; we choose one possible partition arbitrarily and fix it throughout the proof. We obtain similar partitions of the vertices into blue virtual components C B,i and green virtual components C G,i , where i ∈ [8] .
Call a non-edge with one end in R and one in L bad if it is not contained in any virtual component. The next claim shows that the bad edges may be covered by a set of at most αεn vertices.
Claim 13.
There is a set of at most αεn vertices that covers all bad edges in G (recall that α = 8 6 ).
Proof. Each bad edge belongs to one of α types: we say that a bad edge is of type τ = (a, b, c, d , e, f ) (where a = d, b = e and c = f ) if one of its ends belongs to the virtual components C R,a , C B,b , C G,c and the other ends belongs to the components C R,d , C B,e , C G,f .
For every choice of τ = (a, b, c, d , e, f ) (where a = d, b = e and c = f ), either there are no bad edges of type τ ; or the intersection U of the components C R,a , C B,b , C G,c is non-empty, and similarly the intersection W of C R,d , C R,e , C R,f is non-empty. In the former case (when there are no τ -type bad edges), the empty set covers all τ -type bad edges. In the latter case, we note that |U |, |W | ≤ εn.
Indeed, otherwise, there is a U − W edge, which is, say, red. But then the virtual components C R,a and C R,d are not disconnected in red, a contradiction. Thus, in particular, the τ -type bad edges may be covered by a set of at most εn vertices (e.g. take W ).
We form a graph G 1 using the following operation. Consider a red (blue, green) virtual component C. Pick a minimum cover set W in C. Now add to G, in red, all missing edges that are incident with W inside C. Repeat this until no new missing edges can be added this way and denote the resulting graph by G 1 . We note that the size of the minimum cover of C stays the same, hence by König's Theorem, so does the size of the maximum matching in each virtual component. Also note that by this process the virtual-components remain the same. Claim 14. Let C R be a red virtual component in G 1 , and let M be a matching of missing edges spanned by C R . Then M contains at most βεn edges (recall that β = 3 · 16).
Proof. Let {x 1 y 1 , . . . , x t y t } be a matching of missing edges spanned by C and suppose that t ≥ βεn. We note first that no red edges are spanned by {x 1 , . . . , x t , y 1 , . . . , y t }. Indeed, since x i y i is missing, both x i and y i are not in a minimum cover W R of C R (otherwise, we would have added all edges incident to x i or y i in the procedure that produced G 1 ).
Since there are at most eight blue virtual components, we may find a blue virtual component C B that contains at least t/8 of the x i 's. Suppose that x 1 , . . . , x t/8 ∈ C B .
We now consider two cases: at least half of the vertices y 1 , . . . , y t/8 are in C B ; or at least half of these vertices are not in C B .
Suppose first that at least half the y i 's with i ∈ [t/8] are in C B ; we may assume that the set Y = {y 1 , . . . , y t/16 } is contained in C B . Denote X = {x 1 , . . . , x t/16 }. As explained before, given a minimum cover W B of C B , since the edge x i y i is missing, both x i and y i are not in W B , which implies that X ∪ Y spans no blue edges. Since t/16 ≥ 3εn, it follows that G 1 [X, Y ] is connected in green. Let C G be the green virtual component containing X ∪ Y . Since every vertex in X ∪ Y is incident with a missing edge spanned by C G , it follows that none of the vertices in X ∪ Y is in a minimum cover W G of C G . Hence, X ∪ Y cannot span any green edges, a contradiction. Now suppose that the set Y = {y 1 , . . . , y t/16 } is disjoint of C B . Then, again, there are no blue X − Y edges, where X = {x 1 , . . . , x t/16 }. This, again, leads to a contradiction, thus completing the proof of Claim 14.
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 12. For each missing edge in G 1 that is not bad, pick a virtual component that contains it, and add the edge to G 1 in the colour of the chosen component. Denote the resulting graph by G 2 .
Let W be a set of vertices that covers all the bad edges, has the same number of vertices on both sides, and has size at most 2αεn (such a set exists by Claim 13) and let G 3 = G 2 \ W . By construction, G 3 is a 3-coloured complete bipartite graph, with at least N − αεn vertices on each side. By Theorem 4, G 3 contains a, say, red connected matching M with at least of the edges in M are missing in G 1 . In other words, the component C R spans a matching on at least n edges in G 1 . By construction of G 1 , it follows that also in G, the component C R spans a matching on n edges, i.e. G contains a red n-connected matching. This completes the proof of Theorem 12.
Proof of Theorem 1
This section is split into two subsections. In the first subsection we introduce the preliminaries that are required for stating the regularity lemma and Luczak's method of connected matchings, and then we proceed to use these tools to complete the proof of Theorem 1.
Regularity lemma preliminaries
In this subsection we state the regularity lemma and a specific lift lemma which we will need to obtain the desired cycle in the original graph.
Let us recall some basic definitions related to the regularity lemma. Let A, B be disjoint subsets of vertices in a graph G. We denote by e G (A, B) the number of edges in G with one endpoint in A and one in B, and denote the edges density by
|A||B| . Given ε > 0, we say that the pair (A, B) is ε-regular (with respect to the graph G) if for every A ⊆ A and B ⊆ B satisfying |A | ≥ ε|A| and |B | ≥ ε|B| we have
A partition P = {V 0 , V 1 , . . . , V k } of the vertex set V is said to be (ε, k)-equitable if |V 0 | ≤ ε|V | and
Szemerédi's regularity lemma [21] states that for any ε and k 0 there are K 0 = K 0 (ε, k 0 ) and n 0 = n 0 (ε, k 0 ), such that any graph on at least n 0 vertices admits an (ε, k)-regular partition with k 0 ≤ k ≤ K 0 . We shall use the following so-called degree form of the regularity lemma [17] , adapted to a 3-colour and bipartite setting. The version we state here is specifically adapted to our needs, and the adaptations, while perhaps not very standard, are easy to achieve by slightly modifying the usual proof of the regularity lemma.
Lemma 15. For any ε > 0 and k 0 there exist K 0 = K 0 (ε, k 0 ) and n 0 = n 0 (ε, k 0 ), such that the following holds. Let G be a 3-coloured balanced bipartite graph, with bipartition {R, L}, where |R| = |L| = n ≥ n 0 . Then there exists an (ε, k)-equitable partition P = {V 0 , . . . , V k } of V (G) such that the following properties hold.
is ε-regular with respect to each of the colours of G.
Definition 16.
Given an edge-coloured graph G, and a partition P = {V 0 , . . . , V k }, the (ε, d)-reduced graph Γ is the graph whose vertices are {V 1 , . . . , V k } and V i V j is an edge if and only if (V i , V j ) is ε-regular with respect to each colour of G and its density in G is at least d. We colour each edge V i V j with a majority colour in
The following lemma is used to lift a connected matching found in the reduced graph to a cycle in the original graph; it was proved by Figaj and Luczak in [9] as a concluding part of their argument for the three colour Ramsey number of even cycles; the idea of using connected matchings this way was introduced by Luczak [18] .
Lemma 17. Given ε, d, k such that 1 > d > 20ε > 0 there is an n 0 such that the following holds. Let P be an (ε, k)-equitable partition of a graph G on n ≥ n 0 vertices, and let Γ be the corresponding (ε, d)-reduced graph. Suppose that Γ contains a monochromatic m-connected matching. Then G contains an even cycle of the same colour and of length for every even ≤ 2(1 − 9εd −1 )m|V 1 |.
Main result
It is now easy to complete the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let µ > 0, and let N = (3 + µ)n and suppose that n is large. Our goal is to show that every 3-colouring of K N,N contains a monochromatic cycle of length 2n. Let ε > 0 be sufficiently small. Apply the regularity lemma (Lemma 15) to the graph G with parameter ε and let P be a partition that satisfies the conditions of the lemma. Consider the corresponding (ε, 1)-reduced graph Γ. Note that by (a) and (b) in Lemma 15, Γ is a balanced bipartite graph; denote the number of vertices in each side by k so that P = {V 0 , . . . , V 2k }. Furthermore, every pair (V i , V j ), where V i , V j are parts of P in opposite sides of the bipartition, has density 1 in the original graph. Hence, whenever such (V i , V j ) is ε-regular with respect to each colour, V i V j is an edge in Γ. It follows from (d) that Γ has minimum degree at least (1 − 2ε)k.
We would like now to apply Theorem 12 to find a large monochromatic connected matching in Γ. Let n = k 3+γε ≥ k/4 (where γ = 8(α + 3β) = 8(8 6 + 3 · 3 · 16) and the inequality holds because ε is sufficiently small). As every vertex in one side of Γ has at most 2εk ≤ 8εn non-neighbours in the other side, Theorem 12 implies that Γ contains a monochromatic connected matching of size n . By Lemma 17, G contains a monochromatic cycle of length for any ≤ 2(1 − 9ε)n |V 1 |. Note that
Where the first inequality follows as k|V 1 | = N − |V 0 |/2 ≥ (1 − ε)N and for the last we assumed ε is small enough compared to µ. Hence, there is a monochromatic cycle of length 2n, as required.
Concluding remarks and open problems
In this paper we asymptotically determine the 3-colour bipartite Ramsey number of even cycles and consequently for paths. The most natural next question is to determine what happens for four colours or more, especially as these cases are not even known in the ordinary Ramsey setting and our methods do show some promise.
Another interesting direction is to try extending our result to hold exactly for large enough cycles or paths, similarly to [2, 12, 16] , probably using stability. This raises the question of showing a stability version of our result. One issue with showing this is the following class of examples.
Given N = 3k − 3, split the vertices of L(K N,N ) into sets A 1 , A 2 , A 3 such that |A i | = k − 1 and split the vertices of R(K N,N ) into sets B 1 , B 2 , B 3 such that |B 3 | ≤ k − 1. Colour all A 1 − B 1 and A 2 − B 2 edges red, colour A 1 − B 2 and A 2 − B 1 edges blue and colour A 3 − (B 1 ∪ B 2 ) and B 3 − (A 1 ∪ A 2 ) edges green, and, finally, assign red or blue colours to any edge between A 3 , B 3 arbitrarily (see Figure  3 ). This example has no monochromatic k-connected matching, so consequently no monochromatic cycle of length 2k or a path of length 2k − 1. It demonstrates that there can be a major proportion of the graph with rather arbitrary assignment of colours.
Figure 3: Class of example for the symmetric case.
Another natural direction concerns asymmetric 3-colour bipartite Ramsey numbers. Note that as Theorem 12 and the arguments in Section 4, based on regularity lemma, both easily extend to the asymmetric case, the main difficulty is in solving the corresponding asymmetric problem for connected matchings. Recall that r(k, l, m) is the minimum n such that in every 3-colouring of K n,n there is a red k-connected matching, a blue l-connected matching or a green m-connected matching. In Theorem 11, we determined the value of r(k, l, l) for every k and l. Interestingly, Corollary 10 shows that the extremal examples have very different behaviours, depending on the values of k and l. This suggests that the behaviour of the r(k, l, m), where k, l, m are allowed to differ, might be very interesting in its own right.
Finally we note that our methods above can be used to prove r bip 2 (C 2n , C 2m ) = (1 + o(1))(n + m), for all n, m, hence resolving, asymptotically, the conjecture of Zhang, Sun and Wu [24] . It would be interesting to resolve it exactly.
